Product Information
Application:
A5 skate wheel conveyor systems provide a convenient
and uniform way to move molds through your manufacturing
process throughout the entire factory.

Description:
The A5 skate wheel conveyor features heavy-duty steel
construction, 11 gauge galvanized steel wheel way assembly with
zinc plated steel skate wheel bearings, and durable Gruber blue
powder coating for protection. The A5 skate wheel conveyor
system is a modular conveyor system available in a variety of
different lengths to create conveyor runs of almost any
dimension.

Product Range:
A55
A510S
A510
A512S
A512
0830891
110005
1100312

A-5 conveyor 5’ adder
A-5 conveyor 10’ complete
A-5 conveyor 10’ adder
A-5 conveyor 12’ complete
A-5 conveyor 12’ adder
Knee Brace
A5 stand/1 level
Support feet

1100450
110045
1100452
1100449
110044
1100484
110039
1100581

Wheel way assembly with steel wheels, 5’
Wheel way assembly with steel wheels, 10’
Wheel way assembly with steel wheels, 12’
Wheel way channel with steel wheels, 5’
Wheel way channel with steel wheels, 10’
Wheel way channel steel wheels, 12’
Standard steel wheel way wheel w nut/bolt
Mold stop 3.5” wheel way channel

Specifications:
A5 Skate Wheel Conveyor:
• Frame:
Height
Width
Length
•

Wheel way:
Width

-

28" (to top of wheelway)
24"
Available in 60”,120", and 144" modular sections for almost
any length of conveyor run.

-

20 1/8" (wheel center to wheel center).

Gruber Systems Inc. believes the above information to be accurate and true. However, Gruber Systems makes no warranty, express or implied, with respect to the
product’s performance, color, quality, merchantability, or fitness for a particular purpose. Environmental conditions and/or manufacturing processes may vary
beyond Gruber Systems’ control and users should satisfy for themselves that these materials are suitable for the particular application. Specification and design
changes may occur at any time. 08/04/04
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